Dopamine substitution alters effective connectivity of cortical prefrontal, premotor, and motor regions during complex bimanual finger movements in Parkinson's disease.
Bimanual coordination is impaired in Parkinson's disease (PD), affecting patients' quality of life. Besides dysfunction of the basal ganglia network, alterations of cortical oscillatory coupling, particularly between prefrontal and (pre-)motoric areas, are thought to underlie this impairment. Here, we studied 16 PD patients OFF and ON medication and age-matched healthy controls recording high-resolution electroencephalography (EEG) during performance of spatially coupled and uncoupled bimanual finger movements. Dynamic causal modeling (DCM) for induced responses was used to infer task-induced effective connectivity within a network comprising bilateral prefrontal cortex (PFC), lateral premotor cortex (lPM), supplementary motor area (SMA), and primary motor cortex (M1). Performing spatially coupled movements, excitatory left-hemispheric PFC to lPM coupling was significantly stronger in controls compared to unmedicated PD patients. Levodopa-induced enhancement of this connection correlated with increased movement accuracy. During performance of spatially uncoupled movements, PD patients OFF medication exhibited inhibitory connectivity from left PFC to SMA. Levodopa intake diminished these inhibitory influences and restored excitatory PFC to lPM coupling. This restoration, however, did not improve motor function. Concluding, our results indicate that lateralization of prefrontal to premotor connectivity in PD can be augmented by levodopa substitution and is of compensatory nature up to a certain extent of complexity.